SKED-PAK™ I

JUMPABLE MEDICAL RUCK
NSN: 6530-01-472-4889
Inspired by the most rigorous demands of our elite military medical groups, this medical bag system is both
durable and flexible, suitable for use by military, paramedics, field medic, smoke jumpers, search and rescue
units, and any person with need for a really tough bag. The system is modular,
with internal components which are removable and transferable. The external
bags come in two styles. The Sked-Pak™ I is a heavy duty backpack which is
designed to use with the standard Military Alice pack frame and is designed
specifically for use in parachute jumps. It comes complete with an integral single
point release mechanism and leg straps necessary for jumping safely.
The Sked-Pak™ I Jumpable Medical Ruck
includes a sewn-on single point release and
removable leg straps to meet the technical
requirements for use by a parachutist. This
design eliminates the need for the traditional
“H” harness. When released the pack drops on
a lowering line for personnel safety on landing.
It includes outer storage pockets, two canteen
pockets, and a removable accessory pack
which can be attached on the top or bottom.
A second accessory pack can be purchased to
increase storage capacity.

SKED-PAK™ I

JUMPABLE MEDICAL RUCK

INSTRUCTION

1. Attach an Alice Pack frame to the back of
the Sked Pak I.

2. Find the lowering line attachment located on
the top rear of Sked Pak I above the pack
frame and attach the lowering line using a
girth hitch then attach the other end of
lowering line to parachute harness.

3.Secure Attachment Straps to the heavy
webbing of the single point release.

4. Secure the loops and pass the 3rd loop
through the grommet hole of the leg strap.

5. Insert the release cable through the
550 cord loop on both sides.

9. Tighten leg straps.

6. Secure the single point release Velcro
to the Sked Pak I.

10. Sked Pak I is now upside down and properly
attached to the jumper ready for exit from the aircraft.

7. Pull leg straps around legs and fasten
buckles.

8. Secure attachment straps to
parachute harness and adjust them.

11. Upon deployment of parachute canopy and with
sufficient distance from other jumpers pull the grey
single point release handle to release Sked Pak I from
harness. Once released it will deploy the lowering
line to full length and will impact the ground before
the jumper.

12. Once on the ground disconnect the single point
release and stow it in a pocket of Sked Pak I.

DECADES OF MILITARY SERVICE.
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